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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis has been to investigate 

the efficiency^ applicability ̂ and potential value of a 

literacy test for use in adult basic education programs* 

Learning characteristics of functionally illiterate adults 

were examined so that the instrument could be oriented to 

test literacy and not cultural bias. Reading comprehension 

was selected as the area to be tested because an instrument 

with reading selections which contained all the information 

necessary to answer the questions would require the fewest 

assumptions about courses of instruction* Evaluation of 

the test developed revealed that reliability and validity 

indices were high and indicated that such an instrument 

would be a valuable indicator of basic reading achievement.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Demand for well trained professional and technical 

workers in our increasingly machine oriented economy has 

risen steadily while demand for uneducated workers has 

become virtually nonexistent =, and no reversal of this trend 

is in sighto Nor are technical skills always a guarantee 

of work because many jobs requiring them have become 

obsolete. A recently publicized example is that of rail

road firemen whose jobs are being eliminated as railroad 

equipment is modernized. On less specialized levels? 

particularly in assembly line operations =, jobs for un

skilled workers are being eliminated as fast as manu

facturers can expedite retooling. Even in agriculture ̂ the 

traditional last resort of the unskilled worker 9 machines 

are taking over in all phases of planting and harvesting. 

Many new jobs are being created <, but they have done little 

to alleviate the plight of unskilled low income workers 

because they require higher levels of education than such 

workers ordinarily possess (Haggstrom^ 196$).

The immediate problem of technological unemployment 

emphasizes the importance of another long standing and more 

basic problem, the problem of illiteracy. The illiterate
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2
adult 9 whatever- the cause of his illiteracy9 is severely 

handicapped in obtaining the skills necessary to gain and 

maintain satisfactory employment= According to the i960 

census9 8 930O9OOO adults over 25 had less than a fifth

grade education; these people were designated as ^function

ally i l l i t e r a t e T h e  number of adults who had completed 

less than eight years of schooling was estimated at 

239000/000 (Brice 9 1963)-. An unknown number of those who 

are actually illiterate? who have simply failed to learn to 

read? are outside the educational limits arbitrarily 

established for the census and are not included in these 

data.

Programs to retrain unskilled workers have been 

initiated? but illiteracy has severely limited their 

success in several instances.

Consider for a moment that in Connecticut?
97 out of 100 adults selected for retraining 
under the Manpower Act were not able to complete 
a program; and in West Virginia? about half the 
unemployed cannot get jobs and cannot even be 
retrained because they lack the most basic 
intellectual skills; and of the 2 million long
term unemployed in this country 9 one out of 
every four is on the edge of illiteracy 
(Thompson? 1963? p. 49).

Illiteracy? then? is an important factor contributing to 

the growth of technological unemployment? and it has been 

estimated that by 197° there will be fifteen million 

Americans who will be technologically unemployable (Berg?

I960).
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The value of adult basic education in increasing 

the employability of functionally illiterate adults or in' 

qualifying them for vocational training has been widely 

recognized^ and a major result of concern about illiteracy 

was incorporated in the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 9 

which included anauthorization^

• « •, . to initiate programs of instruction for
individuals who have attained age eighteen and 

. whose inability to read and write the English 
language constitutes a substantial impairment of 
their ability to get or retain employment 
commensurate with their real ability 9 so as to 
help eliminate such inability and raise the level 
of education of such individuals with a view of 
making them less likely to become dependent on 
others^ improving their ability to benefit from 
occupational training and otherwise increasing 
their opportunities for more productive and 
profitable employment 9 and flaking them better 
able to meet their adult responsibilities 
(United States Statutes at Large 9 1964 9 p p »
520-521). /

The Problem

Statement of the Problem

Evaluation of pupil progress is a necessary 

adjunct to any educational program. Although programs to 

meet the needs of functionally illiterate adults have been 

outlined and implemented 9 few tests have been devised 

which are appropriate for evaluating progress in such 

programs. Very few reading tests for near-literates have 

been published 9 and more information about the potential 

efficiency of such tests is needed e The purpose of this
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study has been to develop a reading comprehension test and ■ 

to investigate its practical efficacy in measuring the 

reading ability of functionally illiterate adults «,

Limitations of the Study

The purpose of this study has been to investigate 

the possible value of a reading comprehension test in eval

uating the progress of enrollees in adult basic education 

programs. The instrument developed remains in a preliminary 

state because the available sample of functionally illit

erate adults was inadequate for either final item selection 

or cross validation. Validity and reliability data are 

therefore tentative9 and further investigation will be 

needed before it is ready for publication.

Definitions, of Terms 

Functional Illiteracy

The term ^illiteracy1’ is commonly defined as 8tthe 

lack of ability to read and write. ** In America, "functional 

illiteracy1* is specifically applied to individuals who have 

had less than five years of schooling (Brice, 1963) • More 

generally, however, "functional illiteracy" refers to those 

who have not acquired the skills and knowledge in reading 

and writing that will enable them to engage in activities 

expected of literate adults in the community (Gray, 1956). 

"Literate adult," however, is not defined. The reading
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abilities of functionally illiterate adults vary widely« 

Complete lack of elementary academic skills ̂ preprimer 

word-by-word reading 9 and non-comprehension^ are all 

characteristic e Illiterate adults are often apathetic 

toward their lack of reading ability. Functionally illit

erate adults lack the literacy level needed to make them 

eligible for vocational training (Fox ̂ 1964),

Adult Basic Education

The goal of an adult basic education program is to
?.y

provide functional language skills related to adult exper

iences . These skills include reading 9 writing 9 speaking =, 

basic arithmetic 9 and social conduct 9 which increase the 

adult1s ability to participate in community life? to 

function in unstructured circumstances? to improve employ

ability and to increase the effectiveness ;of vocational 

training.

Adult Reading

Adult reading has been described by Burnett (1966 ) 

as being composed of four stages ? the introductory stage? 

the elementary stage? the transitional stage? and the 

developmental stage* Basic education is concerned with the 

first two of these? stressing the mechanics of reading in 

the introductory stage until the adult's performance is 

comparable to that of children up to grade three. The 

elementary stage is roughly comparable to grades four? five ?



and six 9 and it emphasizes improved competence in reading 

skills o
. ■'

Organization of Remainder of Thesis r

The remainder of this thesis is devoted to the 

development and evaluation of a reading comprehension 

achievement test for adult basic education. The literature 

on the characteristics of ? educational objectives for9 and 

testing of^ functionally illiterate adults has. been re

viewed, and procedures used in the development of the test
i

have been outlined. Following administration of the test 9 

item analysis data were compiled. Conclusions were drawn 

from these data about the Efficiency and applicability of 

this type of test in an adult basic education program.

6
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CHAPTER II 

RELATED LITERATURE

Investigation revealed no literature on the testing 

of adults enrolled in adult basic education programse It 

was therefore necessary to review background information. 

The characteristics of illiterates and adult learners were 

examined in order to gain an understanding of the potential 

examinees so that the instrument would test literacy and 

not reflect cultural or personal factors. Literature on 

the objectives of adult basic education was reviewed so 

that the instrument could be designed to measure how well 

those objectives are being met. Finally9 literature on 

testing adults was reviewed in order to gain insight into 

the type of problems likely to be encountered.

Characteristics of Functionally Illiterate Adults 

Functionally illiterate adults have the same 

general learning characteristics as other adults 9 but the 

burden of their illiteracy is a complicating factor. The 

differences in intellectual skill between a literate and an 

illiterate adult are circumstantial and do not necessarily 

reflect any lack of ability. Reasons for a deficiency of 

education or skill are usually complex? and they affect the 

adult as an individual and as a potential learner.

7
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. » . teachers and administrators cannot enter
into sucl> a program with the attitude that the 
illiterate population must be made to master the 
basic literary skills so that they will no longer 
be an albatross about the neck of our middle 
class sopiety. These same teachers and adminis
trators piust understand the pressures, barriers, 
and proti^ems facing the illiterate and be brought 
to accept them as human beings who generally are 
capable of being taught (Barnes, .1965, p . 129) •

These Upresgpres, barriers, and problems" must be under

stood before any basic education program can be successful 

and before individual performance can be evaluated.

Concept of Self

The adult usually realizes his strengths and weak

nesses and accepts himself as a worthwhile, person (Fay, 

1964). He is more realistic than a child and recognizes 

which tasks li® beyond his grasp. Many adults, however, 

have a tendency to underestimate their own abilities.

Because illiteracy has a negative social value, a 

functionally illiterate adult tends to reject school, 

officials, the community, and work. Also, he often resists 

personal involvement and religion, and feels totally 

pessimistic about his potential place in society (Minnis, 

1964). Unfavorable social position has conditioned the 

illiterate adult to act as if he cannot manage certain 

tasks or understand certain ideas (Burnett, 1966). Reluc

tant tq admit to his family and friends that he is unable 

to read and write, he feels that school is only for 

children and fears that he is "too dumb" to 1 earn (Barnes,
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1965)• Experiences of failure in previous endeavors, in 

and out of the classroom, and concern about relationships 

with his family and friends, have conditioned him to 

hesitancy and mistrust of his own personal worth (Barnes,

1965).
Need Fulfillment

The adult has a highly specialized set of needs.

He must cope with family problems, financial pressures and 

problems of community, economic status, and vocational 

achievement. Typically, the adult learner will be more 

tired and less alert when he attends school after work, 

Adult learning is highly goal oriented, and adults are 

impatient for immediate tangible results (Fay, 1964).

Conformity and Inhibition

The adult hâ s learned what is normal or expected of 

his own group (Fay, 1964). His participation is limited to 

the role of an adult as he conceives it, often to the 

extent of responding only in the manner which he believes 

is expected of him. Lack of verbal skills increases the 

functionally illiterate adult?s sensitivities to nonverbal 

communication such as facial expression, tone of voice, and 

gestures, to which he will react quite strongly, even 

though the speaker may be unaware of what is being com- 

municated (Greer, 1966 ) .
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Specialized Interest's

With specialized interests and activities9 the 

voluntary adult learner may be highly motivated because the 

subject is of his own choosing 9 even though the motives for 

attendance may be social or recreational rather than educa

tional (F ay 9 1964t)o Haggstrom (196$) has stated that poor

adults do not identify with those who plan basic education 

programs= From the point of view of these poor adults 3 

most programs exist to serve the affluent rather than to 

facilitate self-improvement of the poor. Control from the 

outside by planners or administrators may interfere with 

the asumption by the poor adults of self-responsible adult 

roles and reduces motivation to be educated*

Difficulties

In general 9 the functionally illiterate adult has 

learning characteristics typical of all adults but is sub

ject to special sensitivities which derive from conscious

ness of his lack of education. In addition to learning 

characteristics 9 there are specific factors related to the 

sociological composition of groups whose members are 

potential enrollees in a basic education program which must 

be considered.

The functional illiterates reported in the i960 

census 9 Brice (1963) found 9 were concentrated among four 

groups: older persons 9 both white and Negro; those with
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rural backgrounds who had moved to urban centers9 including 

Puerto Rican migrants; persons living on £arms 9 especially 

Negroes; and migrant farm workers and other disadvantaged 

groups including Spanish-speaking persons in the western 

and southwestern stateso

Lewis (1966) has identified what he designates as a 

^culture of poverty" the traits of which are exhibited by 

diverse peoples in many parts of the world. He does not 

suggest that all poor people live in this type of culture 9 

but that 9 under specific conditions? the culture which 

evolves can be recognized as a culture of poverty. The 

characteristics of functionally illiterate adults mentioned 

above occur in this culture ? a culture which is also dis

tinguished by further traits which can be described in four 

dimensions: the relationship between the sub-culture and

the larger society; the nature of the slum community; the 

nature of the family; and the attitudes? values? and 

character structure of the individuals.

The culture is disengaged and is not integrated into 

the major institutions of society in general. As a result 

of poor housing and overcrowding found in slum areas? the 

culture of poverty is highly gregarious? but it has a 

minimum of organization beyond the family level. Childhood 

is not a protected and extended stage in the life cycle. 

There is an awareness of middle class values ? but on the 

whole they are not adopted even though they may be
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professed e Individuals who have grown up in this culture 

have a strong sense of fatalism, helplessness9 dependence9 

inferiority9 and an accentuated inability to plan for the 

future.

All of these elements must be taken into considera

tion so that evaluative instruments will indicate progress 

in the basic education program rather than reflect a 

cultural bias.

Objectives of Adult Basic Education

Recent emphasis on adult basic education resulted 

in the Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 which 

considered literacy skills necessary adjuncts to the voca

tional training of what Brooks (1964) termed the uhard 

coren unemployed. It assumed that 9 with a background in 

literacy skills 9 the 'individual will be better prepared to 

assimilate job training and to qualify for available jobs. 

Other programs^ such as that offered by the Office of 

Economic Opportunity 9 are also designed to aid in the 

development of literacy skills 9 but not always in conjunc

tion with vocational training.

The ultimate objective of all basic education pro

grams is to teach the adult to read and write. More 

specific statements of objectives are difficult to find. 

Barnes (1965) stated that 9 n0ne of the major problems 

facing the majority of the adult literacy programs observed
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was a marked lack of written operational objectives 

designed around the students' goals and needsn (p = 142) »

For the prospective enrollee ̂ the emphasis is 

linked to personal and vocational improvement «. Wallace 

(1966) has found that? when asked to state reasons for 

interest in improving literacy skills? adults in her 

classes gave varied responses 9 but common ones were concern 

with maintaining family and self respect 9 a desire to 

improve social position in the community, and the wish to 

be able to correspond with relatives and friends. Barnes 

(1965) reported that Negro students stated a desire to be 

prepared to participate in ^Operation Bootstrap,,f or to 

take advantage of the opportunities afforded by civil 

rights movements. Literacy skills are also often necessary 

to qualify individuals for vocational training or for 

advancement in or retention of present jobs.

Proposed curriculum outlines (Greer, 1̂ 966 ; U . S. 

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1966) suggest 

instruction in the skills of reading, writing? speech, and 

simple arithmetic, as an aid in helping the adult meet 

problems arising in daily life. Reading instruction in

cludes traditional skills of word recognition, comprehen

sion, and vocabulary building, but also includes functional 

reading. Based on immediate practical situations with which 

all adults must contend, functional reading embraces skills 

not ordinarily taught to children, with comparable reading
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grade level „ Use of a telephone directoryreading of 

newspapers 9 of magazines =, of common signs 9 and of consumer 

information are emphasized. Instruction is also given in 

the understanding and completion of job applications and 

other written forms inevitable in adulthood* To avoid 

possible unquestioning acceptance of the printed word9 

consideration is given to critical thinking about what has 

been read.

Once enrolled in a program9 functionally illiterate 

adults tend to have a definite fear of formal tests. Fox 

(1964) has stated that informal group tests should be 

introduced to encourage them to have confidence in their 

ability. Formal tests can then be presented as a means of 

determining how well the individual is progressing and what
ffurther help is needed,

Achievement and diagnostic tests have been recom

mended in guides for 9 and reports on 9 basic education 

programs 9 but few achievement tests have been designed 

specifically for use with adults 9 and those available 

require verbal fluency far greater than commanded by those 

in such programs. Among those proposed are the reading 

sections of elementary achievement batteries such as the 

Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, the California Achievement 

Tests g Stanford Achievement Test 9 the Metropolitan Achieve

ment Tests 9 and others. Specific reading tests suggested 

were the Gilmore Oral Reading Test 9 the Gates Reading



Survey, and the Burrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty»

One test 5 the American Literacy Test has been published 

and is designed specifically for use with adults of low 

verbal achievement.

Although all of the recommended tests have value 

when utilized in a manner consistent with the purpose for 

which they were designed 9 limitations restrict their use in 

a basic education program. All but the last test were 

designed to be used with children. Adult experiences- pro

vide a much wider base on which to build 9 and tests 

designed for children usually employ juvenile vocabulary 

and situations which may be taken as a personal affront by 

adults (Burnett 9 1966). Nor is there any evidence that 

these tests would be valid or reliable indicators for adult, 

groups or individuals.

The American Lit eracy Test (McCarty 9 1962) is very 

limited in scope and consists of 50 multiple choice vocabu

lary items. The normative group included only l6 illiter

ates. Forty-three college students 9 102 engineering 

seniors9 and 263 vocational students were also included in 

the sample (Noll, 1965) • This group can hardly be con

sidered representative of functional illiterates, and there 

is very little information available on its reliability and 

validity. --

15
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Testing Adults

Adult Information

Although the reading abilities of the enrollees in 

an adult basic education program may be discussed in terms 

of elementary school grade levels 9 these levels do not 

actually apply because the adult has a far different back

ground and makes different basic assumptions 9 particularly 

in seeing the acquisition of literacy skills as immediately 

important in his adult life.

Researchers using accepted ability testing instru

ments, such as the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, have 

reported a decline of intelligence beginning after the age 

of 20o Demming and Pressey (1957) questioned these results 

feeling that the usual test asked for information more 

common to scholastic experience. They therefore sought to 

construct tests with content and tasks more natural and 

!1 indigenousif to adult life. Of the twenty tests of 

practical information, judgment, and social perception 

which were tried, the three which they selected for final 

analysis dealt with use of the yellow pages of a telephone 

directory, common leg&l terms, and identification of people 

who perform everyday services. These subjects were chosen 

because information subtest scores in ability batteries had 

been found to deteriorate less than other subtest scores in 

adult years, and the obvious usefulness of the requested
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information apparently inspired adult cooperation» It was 

felt that the results of tests on these subjects were an 

indication of the extent to which the individual was 

equipped to meet the demands of daily life. As a conse

quence 9 it was found that adults appeared increasingly 

better informed with age when **adult** information was 

tested rather than miscellaneous material with which most 

adults do not seriously concern themselves o It can be 

concluded 9 therefore9 that tests designed for adults should 

involve adult knowledge and interests.

Adult Reading Ability

In a study of adult reading abilities. Gray (1956), 

noting that adults vary in literacy skill from complete 

inability to the highest levels of efficiency, concluded 

that there is a degree of correlation between the last 

school grade attended and the average reading ability of 

groups• He found great diversity of reading ability at any 

given last grade level, but that the median reading ability 

from one educational level to another increases steadily„ 

Individuals varied from the trends in several respects.

Those who had completed less than the fifth grade tended to 

read below their expected grade level, and the greatest 

gains in reading ability were made during the first ten to 

twenty years out of school by those who withdrew from school 

when in the upper junior high grades. This first finding
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was subject to one of two explanations" the individual may- 

have found it difficult to learn 9 or he may have acquired 

only limited reading ability before withdrawing which he 

soon lost through disuse* Those who remained in school 

beyond the sixth grade had acquired greater reading ability

and tended to use it more regularly, therefore improving
;

their abilities.

This review of literature reveals that objectives 

for adult basic education programs vary widely in content 

and emphasis, with the exception of reading instruction as 

a common goal * Evaluative instruments designed for use 

with adult basic education groups are virtually nonexistent^ 

and no pertinent research on testing such groups could be 

located. . Reading, common to all programs, was the one

element that would necessitate the fewest assumptions about 

individual programs of instruction. Reading selections 

could be designed to include or imply all the information 

necessary for answering questions asked about them and 

would themselves constitute the required test of literacy 

skills. They would have the added advantage of enlisting 

the adult's cooperation when the subjects dealt with were 

relevant to adulthood.



CHAPTER III

TEST CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES.

The test developer is faced with two major prob

lems 9 the first of which is what to measure 9 and the 

second ̂ how to measure (Hawkes 9 Lindquist 9 and Mann ? 19 3 6) »
The first involves a determination, of the objectives of 

instruction from which the specific objectives to be - 

evaluated can be derived* After determination of what is 

to be measured^ decisions must be made on the following: 

the sampling of content to constitute the basis for 

individual test items; the types of test exercises best 

adapted to the material; the arrangement and presentationv 

of the items; the method of administration of the completed 

test; the scoring and evaluation of performance on the 

test; and the evaluation of the test itself to determine 

its validity and reliability»

The content of instruction in adult basic education 

varies from one program to the next with the exception of 

instruction in reading. Unlike the relatively uniform 

instruction in elementary school grades with which adult 

instruction is often compared 9 the emphasis in adult basic 

education depends on the particular purposes served 9 which 

may include vocational training with literacy skills

19
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receiving less emphasis 9 intensive general schooling 9 or 

once a week reading instruction» Reading comprehension was 

therefore selected as a common aim of instruction which 

would require the fewest assumptions about adult basic 

education programs «

Reading Comprehension

^Comprehension^ is concerned with what the author 

actually says 9 and "interpretation" is concerned with what 

the author communicates to a particular reader (Anderson 9 

1958)o The reading process has been defined as involving 

several states through which the reader progresses as he 

reads. The first of these includes word perception and 

recognition. The other aspects =, interdependent and diffi

cult to distinguish as entities 9 are word meaning 9 compre

hension ̂ interpretation 9 appreciation, and behavior changes 

resulting from application of what has been read (Anderson, 

1958).

Statements of test objectives (Anderson, 1958) and 

factor analysis (Traxler, 1958; Wrightstone, 19^0) distin

guish areas of reading competence, the most general of 

which are word knowledge and reading comprehension.

Specific reading skills include ability to recognize 

assumptions, to understand the general sense of a para

graph, and to determine whether or not a specific idea is

actually stated. Other skills which have been tested are
u  ■ ■ - ' ■
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the ability to cite the referents for words or thoughts and 

to draw inferences from a passage.

Devices to measure reading ability usually require 

the reader either to do some act after reading a passage 

(most often utilized in the primary grades) or tq choose 

the correct answer from among several choices (Anderson9

1958).

Test Development

The test format selected required the writing of 

passages 9 each followed by two or three questions on word 

meaning and ten questions on what the selection actually 

said. All questions were of the multiple choice variety^ 

which has the advantages of ease 9 rapidity 9 and objectivity 

of scoring 9 and permits fuller coverage of the content in a 

specified time limit.

Planning is the first step in the construction of 

a measuring instrument. Anastasi (196l ) recommends that a 

table of specifications be prepared showing the plan and 

emphasis of the test. It can be represented by a two-way 

table with the educational objectives along the left side 

and the topics to be covered across the top with the number 

of items tallied in the appropriate cells. One taxonomy of 

educational objectives utilizes six broad categories: 

knowledge 9 comprehension^ application* analysis 9 synthesis 9 

and evaluation (Bloom et al« ̂ ' 1956) . The table of
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specifications includes the topics and types or levels of 

learning to be tested, and indicates the relative impor

tance of eacho Not all cells of such a table need be 

filled because not all elements are suitable for testing 

specific types of 1earning=

For the present test, a table of specifications, 

Table 1 , was composed which showed the number of items to 

be included with each selection and under each of the 

applicable objectives chosen— knowledge, comprehension, and 

analysiso The knowledge objective was detailed to include 

knowledge of terminology, of specific facts, of conven

tions, of sequences, and of classificationso Comprehension 

included translation, interpretation, and extrapolation. 

Analysis was detailed to include the ability to analyze 

implied elements (Bloom et al« , 1956) . Behavioral objec

tives were prepared to define each general objective and, 

from these, individual items were written.
••‘v •
%r- .Writing Materials

The reading selections were composed after careful 

consideration of suggestions about writing for adults. ©f 

these, the suggestions of Boutwell (1966) and of Bale and 

Chall (1956) proved most constructive. Boutwell suggested 

that, when printed materials are being selected for use in 

adult basic education:, the interest level of the material, 

its appeal to the students, its orientation to the present,
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Table 1

Test Specifications

Objectives 1 II i n IV
!V VI VII VIII Totals

Knowledge 52%

Terminology 2a' 2 3 2 3 2 2 3 19
1,2b 13,14 25,26,27 38,39 50,51,52 63,64 75,76 87,88,89

Specific Facts 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 . l 12
3,5 1.5,16. 28,29 4o,4i 53 65 77 90

Conventions 1 2 1 1 l 6
4 17,18 30 78 91

Trends & 2 1 2 2 l l 9
Sequences 6,7 31 42,43 66,67 79 92

Classifications 1 1 1 l 1 5
8c Categories 8 19 44 54 68

Comprehension 38%

Translation 2 2 2 1 2 1 , l 11
9,11 20,21 .32,33 45 55,56 69 93

Interpretation 2 3 . 2 1 3 ' .. . 3 3 3 ' 20
10,12 22,23,24 34,35 46 57,58,59. 70,71,72 80,81,82 94,95,96

Extrapolation 1 2 1 1 l 1 7
36 47,48 60 ' 73 83 97

Analysis of 1 l 2 ' . 1 3 2 10
Elements 10% 37 49 61,62 74 84,85,86 98,99

Totals 12 12 13 12 13 - . 12 12 13 99

aNumber of items.

^Xtem numbers on test (see Appendix A for copy of test.) .

i
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and its inclusion of basic moral values 9 should all be 

considered» Dale and Chall suggested that writers of adult 

materials know the audience and the purpose for their 

reading the material^ that they know how adults will 

secure and utilize the material9 that they individualize 

the material by considering the problems in terms of people 

rather than in terms of abstractions9 that they organize 

the material logically 9 omit unimportant ideas 9 and break 

up long thought units to improve clarity«, that they use 

familiar terms whenever possible and avoid j argon 9 cliches9 

and unnecessary technical terms9 and that they summarize 

the main points briefly.

The demands of writing very short reading selec

tions necessarily limit modes of presentation and organiza

tion, and obviate the necessity for a summary, but the 

principles of composition inherent in these suggestions 

have been applied in the present test. Topics chosen for 

the reading selections, applying for a job, reading help 

wanted advertisements, using a laundromat, changing oil in

an automobile, caveat emptor (let the buyer beware), using%
the yellow pages of the telephone directory, installment 

buying, and social security, were selected on the basis of 

their appeal to the interest of the typical adult enrollee 

in basic education.

The selections were written in a frank, straight

forward manner and were examined carefully for valid logic
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and clarity <? All of the information was calculated to be 

meaningful in order to avoid the natural adult reaction to 

juvenile points of view and triviality. In each passage^ 

the importance of the material dealt with was assumed with

out question9 and the information was presented in a serious 

manner calculated to impress the reader with the need for 

his careful consideration of the selection. Finally', 

statements containing any possible judgment about the 

status of the persons taking the test were excluded in 

order to avoid alienating the examinee and thereby nega

tively affecting his test score. The test is in Appendix 
A.

Topics and Emphasis

Selection I dealt with applying for a job. It was 

felt that almost all enrollees in adult basic education 

would make or had made application for a job. If not 9 they 

would at least have discussed job application among them

selves; so the situation would be familiar to them.

Although the information contained in the selection would 

probably not be new to them, the frankness and accuracy 

within the limits of the situation presented would, it was 

hoped, convince them that the test was worth taking and 

that the material in it merited their serious considera

tion.
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Selection II ̂ a sample of nHelp Wanted,f advertise

ments ̂ was also designed to demonstrate the practical 

nature of the test to the examinee and to encourage posi

tive attitudee Again 9 the situation was f amiliar and the 

problem posed common - Even though the selection required 

that the examinee not only read the information given but 

also interpret the abbreviatidh^ .arid telegraphic " Style 

of such notices ̂ it was felt that the context of this 

material would allow the questions to be answered without 

undue reference to material with which he had had no 

experience,

Selection III dealt with a third familiar situa

tion ̂ the laundromat. And again9 although the examinee may 

never have actually been in a laundromat^ such a situation 

should not be beyond the realm of probability 9 and he should

be able to entertain the premises of the selection without
%

resisting. The information contained in the selection is 

likely to be useful.

Selection IV 9 on changing oil9 dealt with informa

tion which ̂ whether or not the examinee owns a car or can 

drive 9 should not be unfamiliar« Although women might 

object that this selection discriminates against them on 

the grounds of their sex9 as men might object to the 

laundromat selection for the same reason9 no knowledge of 

material not contained in it is necessary to answer the 

questions o In addition9 as in the laundromat selection.
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the point lies in why something should be done and what 

will happen if it is not done 9 rather than in how something 

should be done„ The reasons for changing oil regularly 

have nothing to do with the sex of the person involved.

Selection V discussed a common consumer problem. 

Although the philosophy of caveat emptor 9 **1 et the buyer

beware 9 n is officially frowned upon and laws have been 

passed to protect the consumer 9 misleading but not tech

nically illegal advertising is the rule and not the excep

tion e The material in this selection was more abstract 

than that in the earlier qnes and therefore more likely to 

generate resistance in the examinee G To counteract pos

sible negative reaction, to the abstract concepts here 9 the 

gist of the selection was a warning against lack of 

concreteness in advertising which put the author of the 

test firmly and explicitly on the side of the examinee; 

they mistrust advertising together. Such an approach 

would 9 it was hoped 9 obviate doubt on the part of the 

examinee so that he might expend his effort upon answering 

the question's and not waste energy by questioning the 

ulterior motives of the author of the test.

Selection VI dealt with a concrete subject, using 

the yellow pages of a telephone directory, but the material 

was presented in a relatively complex manner. Emphasis 

upon alphabetical order required that the examinee apply 

this basic element of reading in order to answer the
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questionsQ The situation of this selection should not be 

unfamiliar to any examinee 9 but it was thought that using 

the telephone directory as a tool would possibly be beyond 

the usual experience of enrollees in the adult basic 

education programo The value of experience^ however 9 

should be recognizable; so the examinee should be able to 

apply himself to reading and not to resisting.

Selection VII9 on installment buying 9 returned to 

the abstract level9 again with a warning against lack of 

concreteness 9 and again with the author taking the side of 

the examinee against a system which may victimize the 

unsuspecting. Getting the most out of consumer dollar is .. 

vitally important to anyone of limited means^ and it was 

hoped that such a subject would generate enough interest to 

carry the examinee beyond concern for the abstractness of 

the passage.

Selection VIII dealt with social security. Most of 

the information it contains should be familiar to the 

average adult; some of it should be new. The emphasis here 

was upon the examinee f s ability to cope with long sen

tences. These sentences were not very complicated^ their 

length deriving largely from compounding simple sentences 

rather than from rhetorical devices, and they could be 

converted to simple sentences very easily. A reader who 

was not dismayed by the distance between the capital letter 

at the beginning and the period at the end should have no



more difficulty with this than with any of the other 

selections.

Readability

When writing material for a particular audience9 

readability level should be checked to determine reading 

difficulty level and permit revision to meet the require

ments of a particular situation. Readability formulae 

designed for this purpose are yardsticks for estimating the 

difficulty of oral and written communication (Dale and 

Chall9 1956), These formulae are based on aspects of the

communication process that reflect comprehension diffi

culty, The elements most commonly considered are vocabu

lary which receives the greatest weight; sentence length; 

idea density which is measured indirectly by the number of 

prepositional phrases; and human interest, measured.by the 

number of personal pronouns and references of people. Each 

formula utilizes a different combination of these elements. 

Such formulae are valid when used to estimated relative 

rather than absolute difficulty of a series of books or 

passages. There is considerable agreement when formulae 

are used to assign relative position9 but it is ques

tionable whether predicted difficulty can be accepted as 

true difficulty because the formulae do not measure concep

tual complications which can result from idiomatic usage or 

rare combinations of simple words 9 organization that lacks
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amplification9 reader reaction to the material, and format 

and physical features of the text 9 any of which can affect 

the difficulty level of the material»

Each selection written for the present test was 

graded for readability by means of the Lorge and the revised 

Farr-Jenkins-Patterson formulae. The Lorge formula (Lorge 9 

19^4) computes grade level difficulty on the basis of 

average sentence length 9 percentage of hard words 9 and pro

portion of prepositional phrases* Statistical weights are 

applied to the structural elements in the reading selection 

to give the estimated grade level. The revised Farr- 

Jenkins-Patterson formula takes into consideration the 

length of the sentences and the percentage of one-syllable 

words to calculate readability (Powers and Ross, 1959)« 

Results of these calculations may be found in Table 2 .

Discrepancies in the grade level placements reflect 

the differing approaches to determining readability employed 

by the two formulae used in the calculations - Not con

sidered by these or any other formulae is the interest 

level of the reading material, The material in these 

passages was designed specifically for use with adults; so 

the formulae used here indicate relative difficulty only.

Construction of Individual Items

After the four option multiple choice format had 

been decided upon, items were written in accordance with
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Selection Readability

Table 2

Selection
Farr-Jenkins- Lorge
Patterson Formula Formula

I

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

3.5 4.6

3.9 5.1
4.9

5.3

5.8

5 .4

5.2

6.0

6 . G

4.8

6.5 7.6

^Selection II was not graded because of the lack of 
complete sentences and the use of abbreviations character
istic of classified advertisements.

the table of Specifications. Each completed item was then 

evaluated to ascertain its functioning content, that is, 

the process the examinee must follow to find the answer, 

rather than its intended or apparent content. Cue or clues 

to the correct response, extraneous words or phrases that 

could be eliminated, ambiguous phrasing, indeterminate 

items with questionable correct answers, and overlapping 

items were checked for and needed corrections were made 

before assembling the test. The items were then placed 

with their respective reading selections and prepared for

administration.
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Instructions

Directions were written for the examinee and for: 

the administrator ® Because the results were to be used for 

item analysis 9 no time limit for completion of the test was 

imposed» Information about approximate'age9 the number of 

years of formal schooling, the area where that schooling 

was received, the length of time enrolled in the present 

program, and sex, was requested of each examinee. The 

administrator was asked for his, and for the studentsp 

reaction to the test and for the approximate time needed by 

the student to complete the test. The instructions may be 

found in Appendix B,

S amp1e

The group to whom the test was given was an inci

dental sample composed of enrollees in either basic 

education or Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA) 

classeso It consisted of 132 individuals distributed as 

follows: lk in Tucson, Arizona; l8 in Flint, Michigan; and

100 in Chandler, Arizona. In the sample there were 53 men, 

74 women, and 5 who did not answer the sex question. The 

median age was 30.8 years while the median number of years 

of schooling completed was 8 .1 . One person completed 

formal schooling in the Northeast, 20 in the Middlewest, l8

in the South, six in the Northwest, 75 in. the Southwest, 

and seven in another country. Two had received no formal
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schooling and three did not respond to the schooling

. question *

The test booklets 9 directions 9 and answer sheets 

were mailed to each administrator 9 with the exception of 

those given in Tucson which were delivered personally <* The 

answer sheets were scored on an IBM 1230 test scoring 

machine *

The mean score for the 99 item test was 82*13 and 

the standard deviation was 15065°



CHAPTER IV

TEST EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Any test? no matter how carefully constructed 9 

should be evaluated to determine how well each item per

forms 9 how consistently the whole measures 9 and how well it 

measures what it was designed to measure.

Item Analysis

In general? the longer a test? the higher its 

reliability and validity indices? but item analysis 

procedures for selecting the most efficient items and 

eliminating the less efficient ones can improve validity 

and reliability while shortening the test (Anastasi? 1961). 

Three indices to item efficiency are the difficulty of each 

item? the discriminating power of each item? and the number 

of examinees selecting each option.

Item difficulty ? shown, in Table 3 9 is the propor

tion of the total sample answering the item correctly to 

the total number answering the question. Item discrimina

tion is a measure of how well a particular item dis

criminates among high and low scorers on the test as a 

whole and is computed by selecting the 27 per cent of the 

sample ? shown as the optimal proportion by Kelley (1939)s 

who score highest ? and the 27 per cent who score lowest on

34



Table 3
Indices of Item Difficulty and Validity

Selection Item Difficulty Validity Selection Item Difficulty Validity 
Number Number Index Index Number Number Index Index

I

II

III

1 .86 .48 ill 27 .88 .50
2 .84 .63 28 • 97 •33
3 . 8i .46 29 • 96 • 39
k • 93 .48 30 . .97 . 24
5 • 99 . 20 31 .95 .45
6 .90 .44 32 . .83 .72
7 ' .90 .48 33 .83 .68
8 .93 .43 34 .76 .46
9 .68 .47 35 .98 . 24

10 .77 .48 36 .90 . 61
11 .88 .58 37 .72 • 73
12 .86 .66

IV 38 .68 .53
13 .98 .25 39 .86 .63
14 .94 • 35 4o .70 .80
15 .92 .49 4i • 73 .77
l6 . 90 .51 42 .94 .49
17 .77 .59 43 .78 .69
l8 . 96 <•19 44 .72 . 69
19 .91 .43 45 . 80 <.12
20 .84 .58 46 .82 .63
21 .94 . 46 47 . 80 .68
22 .48 .78 48 .73 .65
23 . 83 .49 49 .86 .44
24 • 95 . 24

25 .87 . 60 -
26 . 90 .56

V)ui



Table ^--Continued

V

VI

50 .36 . 82 VII 75 . 80 .68
51 .84 . 72 76 .75 .4-7
52 . 86 • 55 . 77 .88 . 61
53 .92 • 55 78 -97 <•19
54 .81 .63 79 .85 .58
55 .71 .71 80 .83 . • 51
56 .84 .68 81 .87 .51
57 .70 .65 82 .89 • 55
58 .54 .55 83 . .96 <.19
59 . 82 .56 84 .56 .78
6o .80 .71 85 .70 .80
6l . 86 .60 86 .79 .70
62 .46 .58

VIII 87 .84 . 69
63 .52 ,70 88 .87 .63
64 .72 .78 89 .88 • 35
65 .97 • 35 90 .88 .52
66 .96 . 4i 91 .84 .52
67 .84 .78 92 .94 <.19
68 ' ..73 .55 93 .85 .70
69 .40 • 75 94 .94 ♦ 45
70 .48 .85 95 .89 • 55
71 . 26 .81 96 .80 ,75
72 • 72 .49 97 .84 .62
73 .54 .65 98 .97 <.19
74 • 79 .50 99 .48 • 55

V)cn
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the total test and counting the number in each group who 

answered each item correctly. This was corrected for 

chance success and converted to a percentage.

A biserial correlation coefficient was then read 

from the representation of Flanaganfs table presented in 

Garrett (19 5 8 9 p „ 366). The result 9 an index of item

validity also shown in Table 3, is a measure of the corre

lation between the item responses and the total test 

scores. For example 9 if 70 per cent, corrected for chance 

success , of the higher group answered a question correctly 

while 20 per cent, corrected for chance, of the lower 

group answered it correctly, the biserial r would be posi

tive and high because more high than low scorers were 

correct. This biserial r thus shows that the item dis

criminated in the same way that the whole test dis

criminated .

Reliability

Although the present test is in a preliminary form, 

estimates of its reliability and validity were made from 

the same answer sheets used in the item analysis. It was 

felt that these data would be of some value in estimating 

the general applicability of a reading comprehension test 

to adult basic education.

A split-halves reliability coefficient was computed 

by dividing the test in equal halves, even and odd numbered



items constituting each half respectively a A Pearson 

product-moment correlation coefficient was then computed 

for the paired scores® The result of this computation, 

0.94, is a measure of the internal consistency of the test-® 

This estimate of internal consistency was then corrected to 

estimate the reliability of the full length test by using 

the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula and found to be 0 0 96 ®

A second index to reliability was computed using 

the Kuder-Richardson formula number 20® This formula 

utilizes several varieties of information about the con-,
' . - V  - i.:sistency of item performance within the test® It obviates 

the necessity of arbitrarily dividing the test into halves 

(Thorndike ? 1951) • The result of computation by means of 

this Kuder-Richardson formula was a reliability index of 

0.95° The standard error of measurement was 3•4 points.

Validity

Validity deals with what a test measures and how 

well it does so® Only face, content, and concurrent 

validity were estimated for the present test in its present 
form.

f,Face validity pertains to whether the test 8 looks 

valid8 to the subjects who take it, the administrative 

personnel who decide upon its use, and other technically 

untrained observers11 (Anastasi, 196-1,. p. 138)° Anastasi 

(l96l) has found face validity of particular importance in

38
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testing adults where childish ideas have resulted in poor 

cooperation and resistance on the part of examineese 

Special care was taken during preparation of the present 

test to maintain face validity throughout9 and response by 

the examinees and administrators to the test was positive.

Content validity involves an examination of the 

content of the test to see if it deals with a representa

tive sample of the domain being tested (Anastasi9 1961).

The table of specifications aided in assuring proper 

distribution of emphasis <3 but care must be taken to main

tain this emphasis if the test is shortened.

Concurrent validity is determined by comparing test 

scores with indices of criterion status obtained at approxi

mately the same time. Such a criterion frequently applied 

to out-of-school adults when no other is available is the 

amount of education completed by the individual (Anastas! 9 

196l). Average test scores should go up as the grade level 

attained by the examinees increases. The number at each 

grade level taking the present test was small9 but average 

scores were computed for each level (see Table 4)„ Although 

the scores for zero through four years of school were un

stable because the numbers of examinees at those levels 

were small? in general? average test scores increased 

steadily? and the correlation between years of schooling 

and scores on the present test was 0,389 which was beyond 

the 0.01 level of significance.
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Average Score 
S ame

Table 4

Attained by Examinees Completing 
Number of Years of Schooling

the

Years of Number in Average
Schooling Group Score

0 2 84

1 1 76

2 i 35

3 . y i 99
4 3 63-3

5 10 . 66*7
6 10 74.3

7 17 83.1

8 31 84.9

9 26 83.8

10 ii 92.7

11 lo 90.4

12 6 88.5
No Answer 3 62

Totals ' ■
. 132 General

Mean - 82.13



Summary

Practical limitations have required that the 

reading comprehension test whose development and evaluation 

has .bean discussed in this chapter be left in a tentative 

form e The further experimental administration^ item 

selection^ gathering of normative data, determination of 

reliability, and preparation of validity information which 

would be necessary to put the present test into publishable 

form are not necessary before some conclusions can be drawn 

about the potential efficiency and applicability of this 

type of test in an adult basic education program»



SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

While literacy is only one of many concerns of 

adult basic education programs 9 it is probably the most 

important because it is a tool for communication <, The 

adult who can not read is isolated from a major source of 

ideas 9 information 9 and instructions which could help him 

improve himself and lead a more satisfying life - He is 

dependent upon his personal experience and verbal communi

cations from those around him for his conceptions of the 

world 9 and he is condemned to remain dependent until he 

1earns to read.

CHAPTER V

Summary

Expenditure of the effort which would be required 

to develop the present reading comprehension test into a 

publishable instrument seems to be justified by the results 

of this investigation^ but 9 more important 9 development of 

a reading comprehension test for use with the adult educa

tion program has also been shown to be warranted. Such an 

instrument would be valuable for evaluating a basic skill9 

reading ability 9 of enrollees in adult education because it 

would minimize the effect of the tremendous variety of 

their personal and social backgrounds on their performance
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and require the fewest assumptions about individual pro

grams of instructiono A reading comprehension test dealing 

with adult topics 9 using adult language 9 and written from 

an adult point of view, promises to be an efficient 

evaluative instrument for use with adult basic education* 

Results of preliminary development and evaluation 

of the present test are necessarily tentative, but the 

indications of reliability and validity are encouraging» 

Also, reaction to the test by examinees indicated that the 

test enlisted their cooperation. Coefficients of relia

bility and validity were extremely high, particularly for 

a test in preliminary form. These indices, however, were 

probably inflated because the sample on which the results 

were based was small and incidental. The probability that 

a representative sample was obtained is small„ Lack of 

homogeneity in the sample was evident because years of 

formal schooling of the examinees ranged from zero to 

twelve or more. The mean raw score of 82.13, out of a 

possible score of 99? was high and reflected the pre

ponderance of items with difficulty indices from 0.80 to 

0.960 This seems to mean that correct options were obvious 

to examinees of high reading ability. That some options 

were selected by few or no examinees is further evidence of 

this possibility. Although time did not permit the use of 

ideal evaluation procedures, the test has sufficient 

potential to warrant further development.
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Recommendatiera, s

The test9 in its present form 9 could first be 

administered to a larger random sample9 or the poorest 

items could be deleted before a new administration. The 

latter alternative seems to be the most promising because 

deletion of items with biserial coefficients lower than 

0 o 30 should improve both reliability and validity without 

the extra test administration* For items with biserial 

coefficients above Q »30 9 the frequency with which each

distractor was selected by all subjects 9 the highest 9 and
i

lowest 27 per ceint respectively ̂ should be determined so 

that options which were not attractive to many examinees 

could be identified. Incorrect options which were attrac

tive to high scoring examinees and options which were the
:

best distractors for low scoring examinees would also be. 

identified by this process. Items could then be modified? 

by revising options which were poor distractors. Extraneous 

cues should be detected and deleted in order to increase 

the number of working distractors. If these steps are 

carried out 9 item validity should increase. Ideally 9 the 

difficulty indices for all items should approach 0.30 in 

order to obtain maximum discrimination for all subjects. 

Administration of revised forms of the test to large random 

samples of adult basic education enrollees would be 

required before the items necessary to obtain this diffi

culty level could be found * After a final set of items



had been selected 9 the test would be standardized and 
normed *
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4?
ALERT

NAME ________ ,

Check one line in each section below„

AREA WHERE TIME ENROLLED
FORMAL SCHOOLING IN PRESENT

AGE SCHOOLING COMPLETED PROGRAM
15-19 None Northeast 1-3 months
20-24 One Middle West 4-6 months
25-29 Two South 7-9 months
30-34 Thr e e Northwest 10-12 months
35-39 F our Southwest 13-18 months
4o-44 Five Other 18-24 months
45-49" Six Country ___ Two years +
50-54 Seven
55-59 Eight
60 + Nine SEXTen

Eleven Male
Twelve* F emale

DIRECTIONS

This is a test to see how well you can read and 
answer questions about what you have read = There are eight 
reading selections ® After each selection there are 
questions to see how well you understand the selection,
Each question has four possible answers * You are to choose 

•' ' the one that you think is correct « Read the sample para
graph below and answer the questions «

EXAMPLES

Road signs are important to the driver«, They are 
used to help control traffic 9 to give directions and to 
give information * It would be difficult to drive if there 
were no road signs*

Sample As What does '’difficult™ mean?

1 * easy
2 * hard
3 o early ,
4 * safe

The word hard means nearly the same as difficult * It would 
be marked like this on your answer sheet since the correct 
answer is 2*
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Now answer sample B „

Sample B „ What do road signs do?

1 o give phone numbers
2o notice projects
3 o raise gates
4 o help control traffic

Bo 1 =  2 =  3 =  4 =

The correct answer is 4 o You should have marked 4 
as the correct answer„

Mark your answers on the answer sheet with an 
ordinary pencil. If you want to change an answer9 be sure 
to erase completely before marking the answer you want,

Now read each selection and answer the questions. 
Try to answer each item even if you are not sure of the 
answer. Do not spend too much time .on any one item.

v;
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Io A job will not come to you o When you want a 
job 9 you must go and ask for ito Neat clothes and polite 
manners will help you get a job„ A good place to apply for 
a job is at an employment agency, People there can tell 
you about many jobs« Sometimes it is best to go to the 
personnel office of a company where you want to work» Tell 
the person who is there that you want a job» He will give 
you an application form e You must answer all the questions 
on it o There will be questions about your name 9 your age 9 
your address 9 and your social security number, You will be 
asked whether you are married <, You will also be asked what 
job you want and what previous work experience you have»
The application form may ask for other information as well„ 
If you do not understand a question9 ask for help «>

1 o What does ^previous'* mean?

1 o earlier
2 o left
3 o later
4 o extra

2 o What does nanswern mean?

1 o look for
2 o think of
3 o reply to
4 e close to

3« In the above selection 9 where does it say you can
apply for a job?

1 e an application form
2 o a social security office
3 « a high school
4 e a personnel office

4 o Where must you answer all the questions?

1• on a blank sheet of paper
2 o on an application form
3 ° on neat clothes
4 o on a personnel office

5 ° What questions will be asked?

1 o age and social security number
2 o height and weight
3 o children’s names and ages
4. size and social security number
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6. When you want a job, what must you do first?

1. ask questions
2. go and ask for it
3• wait until someone offers you the job 
4 . tell someone your name and age

7• What should you do if you do not know how to answer 
a question on the application form?

1. leave it blank
2. cross it out
3• write anything 
4. ask for help

8. 777 - 28 - 67OI. What is this number an example of?

1 . an address
2. a work record
3• a social security number 
4. someone’s height and weight

9. If you are married, how would you answer this
question: ’’Marital Status (check one)”?

1. single ^  married____
2. single_____ married
3 • C&ingTe'b____ married_____
4. single_____(giarrieZh-^,

10. Which is an example of previous work experience?

1. classes you have taken
2. time you have been unemployed
3 . a job you have had
4. time you have been sick

11. If you are married what is the right way to
answer this question: ’’Marital Status (check one)”?

1. S 0^ M □ W □ D □2. s □ M & ww & D □
3. s □ M □ D □4. s □ M □ w □ D

12. Why does the selection say that neat clothes and 
polite manner will help you get a job?

1. other people notice your clothes and manners
2. people who are not neat cannot work
3. polite people should not apply for a job4. others are polite and neat
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II. Read the following want ads and answer the 
questions below.

HELP WANTED ~
A & E Placement 

4l4 E . Main 
Full Time, 8-5•
Exp. Only
Openings-Auto Parts 
sales, Janitor, TV 
Repair, many more 

Call today - 777-6779 
Maintenance-Part Time 
1-4 p.m. Roe Dept.
Store, 888-7783________
2 Openings - 
Assembler & Drill 
Press Operator - will 
Train for our equip.

Lamb Mfg. C o .
219 E . 5th St.
____ Apply in Person
Tire Changer Needed,
Steady Work, Exp.
GRANT TIRE CO.
601 N. Grant 
234-2351______________

13• What does "repair" mean?

1 . deliver
2. clean
3. fix
4. raise

14, What does "steady" mean?

1 . regular
2. difficult
3. juicy
4. indoor

15• Which ad offers a part time job?

1. A 8c E Placement
2. Roe Dept. Store
3. Lamb Mfg. Co.
4. Grant Tire Co.
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16 o

1 o A 8c E Placement
2 o Roe Depto Store
3 o Lamb Mfg. C o .
4 o Grant Tire Co «

17 - When the telephone number is given9 and no address 9
the company wants you to ?

1. go in person
2 o ' write a letter
3 o have a friend talk to the manager
4 o call on the phone first

18 o Which heading does a newspaper use to advertise job
openings ?

Help Wanted 
Advertisements 
Positions Wanted
Business Opportunities ,

19° How much work does a full time job involve?

4 hours a day 
8 hours a day 
7 days a week 
3 days a week

20 o To use less space 9 words are abbreviated. or 
shortened in classified ads. What does the 
abbreviation nExp = H mean?

I. expert 
2o except 
3° experiment 
4 o experienced

21o What does nC o .u mean?

1 o common 
2 o concern 
3° company 
4. correct

1 o 
2c
3o
4.

1 o 
2. 
3o 
4c
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22 o If you had not worked before and wanted.a full time 

job, where could you apply?

1 = A 8c E Placement
2 e Roe Depte Store
3. Lamb Mfg. C o .
4 o Grant Tire Co »

23« If you went to school in the morning, where could 
you apply?

1 - A 8c E Placement
2 e Roe Dept » Store
3, Lamb Mfg. Co .
4 o Grant Tire Co„

24o Why would en employer, such as Grant Tire Co,, 
advertise a job in a newspaper instead of just 
putting a sign in a window?

1, a sign would make the window look messy
2 o some people live too far away to see it
3 = people do not read signs in windows
4, more people would see it in a newspaper

IIIo Laundromats have become more and more- popular,
Now almost everyone has been in a laundromat. The auto
matic washers and dryers in a laundromat make washing and 
drying laundry easier. But, laundromats are not foolproof. 
Sometimes, soap suds come foaming out of the washing 
machines and run down onto the floor, Suds overflow when 
too much soap has been put in the machine, The directions 
on a washing machine are there for a reason. Do not use 
more soap than the sign says to use, A large quantity of 
soap may get very dirty clothes clean. But, it may also 
make too many suds, And, rinse water may not get all of ^
the soap out of the clothes. Then the clothes will be 
uncomfortable to wear,

25 - What does "uncomfortable** mean?

1, unpleasant
2, unfelling 
3 * understand 
4, unlikely

26, What does "directions" mean?

1 . warnings
2. adjectives
3. instructions
4. questions ■ " :
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2? - What does "quantity1* mean?

1 e total
2 ® package
3 o motive 
4 e amount

280 Why do soap suds come out of the washer?

le too much soap is put in the dryer 
2 e the soap is not out of the clothes 
3e too much soap is used in the washer 
4 o the water is too hot

29 o When may clothes be uncomfortable to wear?

lo the water is too hot
2 o all the soap is not rinsed away
3 ° they are dried in a machine
4 e the directions call for 2 cups of soap

30e Where would the directions be on how much soap to 
use? 1

lo automatic dryer 
2 o change machine
3 • candy machine
4 o washing machine

31o Of the following, which should you do first?

lo start machine
2 0 add soap
3 « read directions
4 o fold clothes

32o "For a reason" means nearly the same as ?

lo for the first one
2 o for an act
3 « for decisions
4 o for a purpose

33® "Not foolproof" means nearly the same as ____?
lo something can go wrong
2 o something will go wrong
3 ® nothing can go wrong 
4, nothing will go wrong
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34« What is the main idea of this selection?

lo read directions
2 e do not use soap 
3 « clothes are soapy 
4^ get clothes clean

35 * Why do people go to laundromats?
lo they like to see suds overflow 
2c automatic washing is easier
3 o they like to read directions
4 o the floors are clean

360 If you did not put any soap into the washer9 what 
would you probably get?

1 c wet, dirty clothes
2 o wet, clean clothes
3 o dry, dirty clothes
4 o dry, clean clothes

37• Why did the author write this selection?

lo he hates laundromats 
2c he likes to see soap suds 
3 e he has uncomfortable clothes 
4, he has seen suds overflow

IVo Regular changes of the oil and oil filter will 
make a car’s engine last longer and run better <> Soon after 
oil has been put in a car, it becomes contaminated* The 
forces of wear tear tiny particles from the metal surfaces 
--the cylinder walls, pistons and piston rings, bearings, 
and crankshaft--and deposit them in the oil„ For a while, 
the oil filter will trap these particles, but too many of 
them will clog the filter« Then the oil will not be able 
to flow properly, and the metal will get too hot and will 
wear faster, releasing even more particles into the oil» . 
Eventually the oil will stop flowing and the engine will 
break down, even though it seems to have plenty of oil *
When contaminated oil is drained, the particles in it are 
removed from the engine* When the oil filter is changed, 
the particles which it has trapped are also removed, and 
the new filter allows the oil to circulate freely as it. 
should *
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1 . strained
2 . dirty
3 0 crushed
4. filtered

39° What does "clog" mean?
1 . block
2 . press
3 . purify
4. br eak

40. What kind of particles contaminate oil?
i

1 . filter
2 . brake
3 . fuel
4. metal

4l. The oil filter acts like a ?
1» bearing 
2. trap 
3° crankshaft 
4. lubricant

42° When particles clog the oil filter, what happens 
to the oil?
1, it cannot flow freely 
2 ° it gets cold :
3° it flows faster ;
4° it burns brighter

1 .43° When the oil is drained, what happens to the tiny 
metal particles?
1, all are put in the oil filter 
2° they are deposited on the crankshaft 
3° they are removed from the engine 
4° they are lost within the engine

44° From which parts are metal particles torn?
1° crankshaft, and brakes 
2 ° bearings and pistons 
3° piston rings and steering wheel 
4° oil filter and crankshaft

-. 11 -
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1 o f all down
2 o separate into pieces
3 - shatter
4 o stop running

46o A lubricant is a substance that reduces friction by 
providing a smooth coating on parts that move 
against each other. Which of the following could 
not be used as a lubricant?
1 o dirt
2 e grease
3 o water
4. oil

47. When the oil does not flow properly, why does the
engine get hot ?
1 o it is a hot day
2 * it is running too fast
3 o the parts rub together 
4, the oil filter is new

48, If oil is changed regularly9 what will happen to
the engine of a car? It will ?

1 o never wear out
2, not need a new oil filter
3« wear out quickly
4 o still wear 9 but slowly

49 o Which of the following statements do you think the 
author would have made?

1 o Save your contaminated oil,
2 o Change your oil once every few years,
3 ° Buy a new oil filter often,
4 o Clogged oil filters are best,

4$o What does the term nbreak downn "mean?
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Vo A sign which says 9 ^Bargain - Only $»79 9n or a 
sign like it 9 can probably be seen in any supermarket »
This kind of sign is used to attract the attention of a 
potential buyer» It only tells him the cost of the item.
He should not believe that it is a bargain unless he has 
more information to show that the price really is less than 
the usual price» If the buyer knows that the same brand of 
item9 in exactly the same size container 9 ordinarily costs 
Sie 00 9 the price is a bargain» If the buyer does not know 
how much the same size of the same brand ordinarily costs 
in the same store or in other stores he can not know 
whether So 79 is really a low price» Also $ if he has never 
seen that particular brand or size of container before 9 he 
has no way of judging what it is really worth» A buyer 
who sees a sign saying only "Bargain 9” must have additional 
information before he can determine whether the sign is 
telling the truth»

50. What does "potential" mean?
1 . regular
2 . . possible
3- hurrying
4. rich

51. What does "ordinarily" mean?

1 . quickly
2 . senselessly
3- thoughtfully
4. usually

VI to What; does "determine" mean?

1 . distribute 0
2 . decent
3- debase
4. decide

What is a "Bargain" sign used for?

1 o to attract buyers
2 o to tell the size
3 - to compare prices
4 0 to direct purchasing

53 °
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1 o the cost of the item
2 o the item brand
3 o a "Bargain" sign 
4« how much it holds

55° When is an item that costs $.79 for 13 ounces a
bargain?
1 o when another brand costs $.50 for 13 ounces
2 . when the regular price is $.79 for 13 ounces •'
3 ° when the regular price is■ $.90 for 13 ounces
4 o if you have always wanted some

560 When the buyer is judging what an item is really 
worth 3 what is he doing?
1 o choosing its size 
2 o deciding its value 
3 o selecting the package 
4 o guessing its contents

57° Which statement might the author of this selection 
make?

1 o If the sign says "Bargain 9" believe it.
2 o Signs in stores are to inform the shopper of

unusual buys.
3 o Be sure that it is a "Bargain" before you buy .
4. The stores never try to trick you.

58c Which of the following is the best definition of, 
the word "bargain"?

I. something bought at a price favorable to the 
buyer

2 o something that is cheap 9 although not necessary 
3 ° something that is in a container and is for sale
4 o something that is sold at a price favorable to 

the seller

Which statement best sums up this selection?

1 . Bargains come in large sizes.
2 o Examine bargains before you buy.
3 ° $ o 79 is a low price.
4. You can trust a bargain sign.

$4. What does "container size" refer to?

59°



If a buyer believes all signs that say "Bargain ?" 
what will probably happen?

1 - He will buy at the lowest possible prices »
2 o He will buy things that he really needs *
3* He will get the best sizes of the items* ,
4 * He will buy some things that are not bargains *

What does the person who wrote this selection 
probably believe?

1 * A "Bargain" is not always a bargain*
2 , You can trust a printed sign*
3 = You can never find a real bargain*
4 * Bargains probably do not exist.

This selection most probably was not written 
for ?

1 * a detective agency
2 * a police department
3 o a supermarket 
4, an employment agency

VI * The yellow pages in the telephone directory 
are designed to help you find the names and telephone 
numbers of places where you can get the products or 
services which you want » There is an index at the be
ginning of the yellow pages » Entries in the index are 
listed in alphabetical order in the same way as they are 
listed in the main part of the yellow pages » When you are 
not sure of where to buy something that you want9 a broom 
for example 9 look in the index under the name of the item. 
When you find the name printed in dark letters9 you will 
be able to find the names of stores that sell brooms by 
looking under this heading.in the main part of the yellow 
pages and "BROOM" is printed in very dark letters* If the 
name is in lighter type 9 the entry will have an additional 
heading in dark type. For example 9 "Bread" will have "SEE 
BAKERS - RETAIL" listed under it* "SEE BAKERS - RETAIL" 
will be printed in dark type. Then you can look in the 
main part of the yellow pages under the heading "BAKERS - 
RETAIL" for the stores where you can buy bread *

63 - What does "directory" mean?
1 * serve 
2 * book
3 . operator 
4* area code

60
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64 = What does "additional ** mean?

I® alphabetical
2 e defer
3 ° beginning 
4 e extra

65 ° What would you look under to find.where to buy
■ bread?
1 o BROOMS _ *
2 = Butter
3 . BAKERS - RETAIL
4 o the light heading

66o Which of these headings would come first in the 
yellow pages?

1 o EGGS
2. WATER
3. TURNIPS 
4 o MILK

67 ° Which would come first?
1 o. PLUMBERS
2. HARDWARE
3. FENCES
4. ROOFERS

68 o To find where to buy an item9 where do you look
first?
lo phone number of the store
2 o name of the manufacturer 
3 • main heading of the item
4 o index to the yellow pages •

69« In the phrase "look under the heading," what does 
"under" mean?

1 . above
2 o for
3 • beside
4 o around
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70 o Which statement best summarizes the selection?

lo An index will help you find brooms or bread o
2 o Look for entries with two parts *
3 c The index can help you use the yellow pages.
4 o The yellow pages are in alphabetical order ®

71o Why are main heading used?

lo to use some dark type and some light type 
2 o to use additional headings
3 - to show how easy it is to use the yellow pages 
4» to organize the yellow pages

72. If you want to ask about buying a radio and you 
find RADIO, as a main heading in the index r what 
should you do next? ^

I. Look in the yellow pages under RADIO»
2 o Call the telephone number »
3 o Look in the white pages under Radio»
4 o Find the Radio station.

73° After the main heading FURNITURE 9 which of the 
following would come next?

1 . GARBAGE COLLECTOR 
2 o GAMES
3 - GARDENS
4. GAS COMPANIES

74 o What is the purpose of this article?

1 - to show where to buy brooms
2 o to advertise the yellow pages
3 ° to help yellow page users . . ■ " -
4 o to show where to buy bread

VIIo The time payment plan is a form of install
ment loan o Companies which make installment loans permit 
their customers to make many small payments instead of one 
large one 9 but they do not tell their customers that9 for 
any given amount 9 the smaller the payments are 9 the larger 
the total amount repaid is. Sometimes a customer who must 
make a large number of small payments pays a price two or 
three times bigger than the amount that he thought he was 
going to pay. He can find out how much he must repay by 
adding up all the payments he will make. Then he will 
know how much extra he will pay.

When a buyer must purchase what he needs as soon 
as possible 9 an installment loan may help him. For
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example 9 if a man needs a tool to earn his living with9 he 
could lose money if he did not have it« If the amount he 
could lose is big enough9 buying the tool on the installment 
plan could save him money« The best thing for him to doy 
however 9 would be to plan ahead and to start saving money 
before he needs the tool» Then he could avoid costly time 
payments by paying cash.

75° What does npermit"mean?
1 . allow
2 . enjoy 
3 o prefer
4. request

?6o What does "repaid" mean?
1 .
2.
3°
4.

77° If you cannot pay cash9 what can you arrange for?
1 . service charges 
2 an installment loan 
3 ° good interest rates 
4 o company time

780 When you borrow money9 you pay the amount of the 
loan plus what?

1 . time
2 . payments
3. installments
4. interest

79° After money is borrowed 9 how is the loan paid back?

1 . in service charges ’ /
2 . in small amounts
3 . in weekly savings
4 . in a lump sum

80 o In the phrase "earn a living 9" what does "living" 
refer to?

1 o a company 
2. an income
3 * a home
4 o being alive

revolve
respond
return
refute
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8l . Why do the loan companies charge interest?

1 - to hire workers
2 o to collect payments
3 o to pay taxes '
4. to make money

82o What is the best way to buy anything?

1 * plan ahead and save money 
2 « borrow money from a friend
3 . forget about buying anything 
4 o buy it on an installment loan

83 o According to the selection 9 if you had none of the 
four things listed below, which would be better to 
buy on an installment loan?

1 o a television for the children
2 o a bowling ball
3 o an electric skillet
4 o a car to drive to work

84o The author probably does not work for which place?

1 o a loan company
2 o a newspaper
3 - a supermarket
4 o a car sales company

85 - What does the author probably think about install
ment loans ?

1 o They should be used by everyone »
2 o They are the best thing to help buyers»
3 o They are necessary at times.
4 o They stop people from buying things.

86 o What is the main idea of this selection?

1 o Borrow money when you want to buy something.
2. Think carefully before you borrow money.
3 ° Do not worry about extra charges if the 

payments are small.
4. Tools are not worth borrowing money to buy.
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VIII o Social security is a specialized type of 
group insurance in which almost all workers in America are 
enrolled; it is a cooperative effort uniting the worker 9 
the employer 9 and the federal government in order to insure 
future income for the worker and for his family„ Through
out his working career, weekly payments are deducted from 
the worker’s salary, and these payments are matched by his 
employer = The payments are, consigned to a special fund 
administered by the federal government in Washington, D »C <> 
When the worker reaches retirement age, 65 for a man and 
62 for a woman, he will receive monthly benefits which are 
paid to him from the fund to which he has been contributing* 
.Also, if he is disabled before he reaches retirement age, . 
he is eligible to receive monthly benefits * .A worker's
family may receive monthly benefits if he dies * Although' ■ 
distribution of monthly checks is not the sole function of 
the Social Security Administration, it is one which can 
help the worker to enjoy his retirement and to maintain 
his family as a unit *

87 o What does "deducted" mean?

1 * divided
2 * subtracted
3 o multiplied ,
4 * added

88 * What does "contributing" mean?

1 o assigning
2 * specifying
3 o relative
4. giving

89 * What does "enrolled" mean?

1 * enlisted
2 * endeared

; 3» enchained
4 * ensured

90 * Who pays for social security?

1 * workers and employers
2 * federal government
3 . disabled workers
4 * employer's family
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91o What happens if a worker is disabled, and cannot go 
back to work before he retires?
1 o he receives benefits at 65
2 o he receives benefits at 62
3 ° he keeps making weekly payments
4. he receives benefits immediately

92o When does a worker stop making payments to social 
security?

1 o when he wants to stop 
2 o when he stops work at 65
3 e when his children are grown
4 o when he consigns them to a special form,

93 0 What does neligible to receive" mean?

1 * suitable to give
2 0 desirable to gain
3 o qualified to get
4 o ready to obtain

94o If a woman works for 20 years but stops working 
when she is 58 9 at what age is she eligible for 
benefits ?

lo 58
2 o 62
3 - 65
4 o never

95« What would social security benefits help the 
retired worker do?

lo be economically secure 
2 o retire at 58
3 ° make payments to the social security admini

stration
4 o stop paying bills

960 When an employer matches a worker’s payment 9 what 
does he do?

lo lights a match and burns it 
2 o puts it in his bank account 
3= pays the same amount 
4 o spends it
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If a worker had never paid into social security^ ■ . 
when he was 65 what would happen.? • . V ■;

1 o He would not receive benefits <> -
2 e He would receive benefits »
3 o He would continue working »
4 o He would stop working«,

98 e Which of the following does the author probably 
believe?

1 o Everyone should not receive benefits »
2 o Employers should pay a larger share„
3 o Social security can be a help in retirement *
4o In retirement9 everyone should travel?

99« Which of the following is a statement that supports 
social security?

1 o More people live in cities now =
2 * People should not save money for retirement *
3 o The federal government needs the money to

build schools o

4 * People are living longer and are able to
retire earlier*
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ADULT LITERACY EVALUATION--READING TEST

Description of the Test

This is an experimental test that has been 
developed as part of a graduate study at the University 
of Arizona» Because few9 if any 9 achievement tests 
designed for use in adult basic education programs are 
available at present % it was f elt that more information• 
was needed on the types of tests that would be most 
efficient for use with this group* Curricular plans vary % 
but a common element in all is the teaching of reading as 
a major objective * Measurement of reading comprehension 
was therefore chosen for investigation in this study. All 
the information would be given or could be inferred from 
the reading selection. Then no assumption would -need to 
be made about the program of study 9 other than that it 
emphasize reading skills and reading for understanding.

The test is divided into eight parts of progressive 
difficulty. Each part contains a reading selection on a 
topic more relevant to adult interest than is the usual 
content of a children9s test. Each is followed by twelve 
or thirteen questions asking for word meaning 9 for facts 9 
and for interpretation of the information. The questions 
are in a multiple choice format with four options from 
which the student is to select the correct answer.

Directions for Administration

Before beginning to administer the test? please 
study these directions carefully. The purpose of these 
instructions is to make clear to the students what, tjiey 
are to do and to encourage them to do their best. ■ The 
directions should be followed 9 but they may be repeated or 
supplemented to be sure that the students understand the 
task *

Timing the Test

It is estimated that it will take approximately 
two hours for the students to complete the test. However 9 
it is important that all the items be completed; so, if it 
is possible 9 please allow the students to finish the test.

Materials Needed

Each student should have an ordinary soft lead 
pencil (No. 2 lead) with a good eraser. (Pens should not
be used because they will not register on the scoring
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machineo) Additional sharpened pencils should be available 
in case replacements are needed.

Directions

70

Follow the directions carefullyg and read aloud the 
instructions printed in capitals. If the class is appre
hensive about a test, prepare them for it before you 
distribute the tests. Emphasize that the results will have 
no application in your own program 9 but that they should do 
the best they can.

When you are ready for the test to begin 9 say: I
AM GOING TO DISTRIBUTE THE READING TESTS. WHEN YOU RECEIVE 
YOUR TEST, LOOK AT THE FIRST PAGE ONLY.

Distribute the test booklets and answer sheets. 
Instruct the students to print their names at the top of 
the answer sheet and then on the first page of the test 
booklet o Help the students check the correct spaces for 
the information requested about their age, sex, years of 
formal schooling, area where formal schooling completed, 
and length of time enrolled in the present program. It is 
important that this information be supplied correctly.

Then say: THIS IS A TEST TO SEE HOW WELL YOU
UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU HAVE READ. FIND WHERE IT SAYS 
^DIRECTIONS** (point to the word "Directions** on the test 
booklet)o I WILL READ THE INSTRUCTIONS WHILE YOU READ 
THEM TO YOURSELVES.

Read all the directions aloud except the sample 
exercise. Allow time for the students to read and complete 
the sample questions.

After all have had a chance to complete the s-ample, 
read the questions aloud, and be sure everyone understands, . ' 
the correct answers. Now read the last paragraphs of the 
directions.

Final instructions: DOES EVERYONE UNDERSTAND WHAT
TO DO? KEEP YOUR TEST BOOKLET FOLDED SO THAT ONLY ONE PAGE 
SHOWS AT A TIME. (illustrate.) REMEMBER THAT IT IS IM-,, 
PORTANT THAT YOU PUT NO EXTRA MARKS ON THE ANSWER SHEETS'*
IF YOU HAVE A QUESTION OR NEED ANOTHER PENCIL, RAISE YOUR 
HAND. DO YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS BEFORE WE BEGIN? >

After questions, BEGIN WORK.

Make sure that each student is marking his answers 
in the proper way. If necessary, directions may be
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repeated to individual students « All such assistance must 
be limited to helping the student understand the directions 
and encouraging him to do his best» Do not give any hints 
as to the correct answer.

A break about half-way through the test is 
advisable. Ask the students that the test not be discussed 
however. Collect the tests at the end of the examination 
period. You may discuss the test with the students after 
it is collected if you wish.

Your cooperation in the completion of this project 
is greatl^r appreciated. It would be extremely helpful if 
you would complete the following.

What was your general reaction to the test?

What was the reaction by the students?

• M

Did you discuss the test after it was completed?

Were there any questions that gave particular difficulty? 

(which numbers )____________________________ _______________

How long did it take:
for the last one to finish______ ___

for the average to finish

Directions (complete 9 adeouate 9 inadequate)

for the administrator?
/ or the student?

Comment:
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